


EDITORS NOTE

UNITY
STEP ONE

After talks between British Movement
National Secretary, Steve Frost and NBU
Leader Gary Raikes our two groups have
made a formal pact to collaborate and
support each other in the struggle. We
remain two individual separate groups
joined in one movement. As in the past

National Socialists and Fascists stand side by
side against a common enemy.

Both BM and NBU welcome dual membership
as long as members respect both groups
positions. We are comrades in arms with
much more in common than separates us,

the left have used every underhand trick to
sow disunity between nationalist groups for

decades , lies, black propaganda and
misinformation have taken their toll and

divided us, this is the first step in the fight
back. Working together for a better Britain

STEP TWO

NBU have made a pact with The National
Front to work together as we have with
British Movement. What follows are the

thoughts from NF Deputy Chairman Richard
Edmonds from recent letters;

"I agree with both these points, when you
write:

 "I truly believe that things are finally
changing, more and more of our people are

waking up to the real meaning of
multicultural diversity"

 I agree: people are waking up to a lot
things. Our time is approaching.

 You also write; " As you know unity among
all nationalist parties/groups has proven
impossible and unlikely to change for the
foreseeable future. However we can work

together, collaborate and support each
others activities while remaining individual

groups."

I also agree with this point. The fact is
different groups will continue to maintain
their  separate identity; and that is a good

thing, because each group represents a
different complimentary form of

Nationalism.

 But also we should mutually support each
other. For example back in late November,

the British Movement organised all-
nationalist meeting in Leeds. It was n

excellent meeting: about fifty Nationalists
present from all groups or none; I was

there to represent the National Front. It
was doubly a good meeting because it was
held in the ground-floor bar of the pub.

Anybody walking in found themselves in the
middle of a Nationalist meeting. These are
the sort of things we can do; and then build

forward...
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90 YEARS AGO
March 31, 1930, Charles Bentinck Budd was
elected to the Offington ward of the West

Sussex County Council.

Later that year, Budd, who lived at
Greenville, Grove Road, was elected to the

town council as the independent
representative of Ham Ward in Broadwater.

At an election meeting on October 16, 1933,
Budd revealed he was now a member of the

British Union of Fascists (BUF).

He was duly re-elected and the national
press reported that Worthing was the first

town in the country to elect a fascist
councillor.

Worthing was now described as the “Munich
of the South”.

Sir Oswald Mosley now announced that Budd
was the BUF administration officer for

Sussex.

On Friday, December 1, 1933, the BUF held
its first public meeting in Worthing, in the

Old Town Hall.

According to Michael Payne, the author of
Storm Tide: Worthing 1933-1939 (2008): “It
was crowded to capacity, with the several

rows of seats normally reserved for
municipal dignitaries and magistrates now

occupied by forbidding, youthful men
arrived in black fascist uniforms, in

company with several equally young women
dressed in black blouses and grey skirts.”

The Worthing Labour Party was very angry
about the election of Budd and they passed
a resolution with a view to forming a united

opposition movement of the “liberal and
democratic bodies of the town to meet on a
common platform to combat the menace of

fascism”.

It was agreed to distribute anti-Fascist
literature and propaganda and to link up

with kindred organisations in order to form
a nationwide front against fascism.

On January 4, 1934, Budd reported that
over 150 people in Worthing had joined the

British Union of Fascists.

He claimed that the greatest intake had
come from increasingly disaffected

Conservatives.

The Weekly Fascist News described the
growing membership as “phenomenal”.



The mayor of Worthing, Harry Duffield, the
leader of the Conservative Party in the

town, was impressed with the Blackshirts
and congratulated them on the disciplined
way they had marched through the streets

of Worthing.

He reported that employers in the town had
written to him giving their support for the

British Union of Fascists.

They had “no objection to their employees
wearing the black shirt even at work; and

such public-spirited action on their part was
much appreciated.”

On January 26, 1934, William Joyce, the
deputy leader of the BUF, addressed a

public meeting at the Pier Pavilion. More
than 900 people turned up to hear Joyce.

RED FLAG-RED DRAGON
 Wales has always been a place apart,
linguistically, culturally, in politics &

religion, Wales has had distinct differences
from both its English neighbour and indeed
the rest of the U.K. However despite these

differences, the Welsh make up a significant
part if what we term a British identity.

In many respects Welsh "nationalists", Plaid
Crymu have a lot in common with their

Scottish counterparts, the SNP insomuch in
terms of their respective formations,

political influences and electoral support
both yesterday and today, that the current

leadership are libertarian/liberal as
opposed to leftist irks many open and

espoused communists within Plaid who seen
the Scottish model of "entryism" as their
ticket to a red Wales, with the red flag,

rather than the red dragon been the
ultimate objective.

In a history stretching a century, PC was
originally set up As a political vehicle

supporting the language and culture of the 

Valleys, there was no political anti British
agenda, thus they were nationalist in that

respect, the Welsh soldiers lost in two world
wars were both Welsh and British, though

the Party, possibly taking its cue from
Mosley and the BUF adopted a neutral
position on Britain's WWII involvement,

itself arousing the suspicions of the
warmongering Churchill and his

administration. Whilst Fascism was never
mentioned it doesn't take a genius to work
out that the freshly erected monuments to

a Crymu!s fallen were a warning as Churchill
launched Britain into another fratricidal and
winless conflict against brother Europeans.

Post war politics saw the party make small
though insignificant gains, PC wasn't truely

left, liber, conservative nor right, but
contained a variety of philosophies and an

agenda growing toward an independent
Wales, though economically tied to the UK,

but even here the party and the Welsh
electorate beyond its ranks differed from
the rest of the U.K. When in 1975 it voted
to leave the EEC, that the UK retained its

membership would have been just one
constituent part of the globalist agenda

dividing the UK in an era of multinational
capitalist economics. The EEC and

subsequent EU were never intended to be
either a community, nor for a union other
than economic terms. Perhaps the canny

Welsh seen beyond the charade which had
blinded the rest of Britain to that

malevolent agenda.

The setting up of respective Scottish and
Welsh assemblies effectively buried the red
goal of the 'Socialist Welsh republic" with
the PC of today a million miles away from
that agenda, not that the ideas of cultural
Marxism have died with Cardiff & Swansea
suffering under r imposed multiculturalism

in the form of unwanted immigration, a
poisin seeping through to the Valkeys and

unspoilt rural Cymru. Unemployment,
cultural decay, poverty, drugs and crime
blight the land of song and poetry, but 



thankfully there is, indeed there has always
been a real alternative.

From the 1980's when the British Movement!
s National Office was based in Shotton, from
when Mosley had a solid Welsh presence, to

when the massed ranks of the National
Front opposed the IRA in Cardiff to today's

New Britsh Union Wales and its "quiet
revolution' where true Fascists will take

electoral office in the form of independent
candidates, there is real nationalism,

nowadays covert but awaiting the day when
in unison with their bothers in Coventry,
Cumbernauld and Coleraine will raise the

flash & circle in a New Union & a New Era of
a Fascist Future! 

JAMES CRAIG

“Holocaust” day 2020
in Jerusalem

What were these august personages, US Vice
President Michael Richard Pence, Russian

President Vladimir Putin, Prince Charles of
England, French President Emmanuel

Macron, German President Frank-Walter
Steinmeier doing in Jerusalem on the 27th.

January of this year ? They were
commemorating “Holocaust” Day, the
anniversary of the Soviet Red Army’s 

capture in 1945 of the German work-camp
located at Auschwitz, a town in present day 

Poland, These representatives of powerful
states, presidents, prime ministers, a

prince, all lined up with kippa’s on their
gentile heads shamelessly to pay public

homage to an historic lie, the blood-libel
against the Honour of the German people,

the Kabbalistic fantasy of the magic Six
Million number: an historic, unprecedented

lie which any informed person would
describe as the Hoax of the Twentieth

Century (prof. Arthur Butz).

The key question is: Why did these powerful
politicians of the world’s major states line

up in Israel to kow-tow to the obvious fraud
of the “Holocaust” ? Answer because they

are all guilty men.

The US Vice President, the Russian
President, the French President and the

British Prince are the current
representatives and standard bearers of the

politicians who in the years before the
outbreak of the Second World contrived,

manoeuvred, cajoled, black-mailed, bribed,
threatened, employed every under-hand

trick know to Machiavelli and more, in order
to bring about the Second World War. We

know now that Churchill and Franklin
Delano Roosevelt schemed and plotted for

the War; we know now that at the very time
that Roosevelt was seeking his re-election in

the Autumn of 1940, and he was telling
America mothers, “Your sons will not be
sent to fight in foreign wars”, FDR was in

secret communication with his pal Churchill
in the UK., “Don’t worry, Winnie, I’ll soon
be with you in the fight.” Meantime the

bloody Bolshevic baboon ensconced in the
Kremlin Josef Stalin (Churchill’s description
of the Soviet leader at an earlier stage of

the War), Stalin the cold-blooded butcher of
the Polish officers at Katyn, saw the coming

War as his chance to advance Bolshevic-
Communism into Europe and across the

world. France of course was dragged into
the War by Britain’s Prime Minster, Neville

Chamberlain.



These men launched the most bloody and
destructive war in European History. They
launched a war against Germany, which

became a war against the whole of Europe
and is now a war waged against the White
man, his family and his Civilization. And
anybody who questions the War, the Why

and the How will be subjected to the
treatment suffered recently by an

unfortunate school principal in the USA:

“A mere oblique question about the validity
of the holocaust, such as that raised by

Florida school principal William Latson in
2018 could lose a person his job, income,
family, house, freedom (Alfred and Monika
Schaefer) and sanity. Perhaps even his life”

We are ruled by an historic, obscene and
obvious propaganda-lie invented by the

criminally minded and murderous
predecessors of the politicians named

above. How to deal with this lie is obvious:
one stands in the public arena and

denounces it as such. And then these
pathetic presidents Pence, Putin, Macron,
Prince Charles etc. can in their turn slink
away with their tails between their legs.

Tell the Truth and shame the Devil (Gerard
Menuhin). To quote Jesus Christ: “The Truth
will set you free.” St. John chapter 8, verse

32.

Sir Oswald Mosley: The
British Hero who

exposed the
rottenness of the
Establishment. 

A tribute by National Front veteran, Richard
Edmonds.

Sir Oswald Mosley, the Leader of the British
Union of Fascists during the 1930s had been
a highly decorated British Army officer in
the First World War. Mosley had seen that
there was something deeply rotten at the
heart of the Establishment of the ruling
regime at Westminster. Mosley, a man of
great courage and insight saw that all the

political parties at the Westminster
Parliament, whether Conservative Tory or

Labour or the Liberal party – made no
difference, none were fit for purpose; they

were all failing the nation.

Mosley had the insight to see that a new
movement was needed: a new movement

that was totally independent of the political
system and that had the courage and energy
and gumption required to sweep away into

the rubbish-bin of history all the old gang of
party-hacks, time-servers, Tory snobs,
Labour Yobs, effete Liberals, secret

Communists and anti-British traitors of all
types and persuasions; and most important
of all to remove the agents of the Money-

Power of the City of London from all power
and influence over the most vital decisions
of State, including the power to decide War

or Peace. The task that Sir Oswald set
himself and his new movement was the

Herculean task of cleaning up the Augean
stables of the British Establishment.

Sir Oswald Mosley was of the generation
that had proved their patriotism, proved

their courage and valour in the battle fields
of the First World War. In that war Mosley



and many of those who followed him had
proven their love and loyalty to Britain:

they had seen their mates killed and
wounded,  and they had not flinched but
had remained stalwart to the end. Mosley

himself was severely wounded, was
invalided out, then recovered and applied

to join the newly formed British Flying
Corps, the for-runner to the R.A.F. To the

end of his life, Mosley walked with a
pronounced limp as a result of wounds that

he had sustained in that first war.

The testing time for Mosley’s British Union
of Fascists came in the 1930’s when the

major industrial and manufacturing nations
were devastated by the world-wide

economic Depression: millions were thrown
out of work, whole industries were closed
down, and millions suffered poverty and

despair. Mosley and his leading lieutenants
possessed the social and economic policies
to remedy the slump: to Put Britain First in
a policy of economic nationalism and self-
sufficiency (autarky). Mosley had a policy

based on the morality of having faith in the
British people as an inventive, disciplined
and industrious people; combined with a

policy of investing British capital in
rebuilding British industry; and thirdly in a

policy of Britain minding its own business: in
other words avoiding foreign

entanglements, keeping our nose out of
other countries and other peoples’ business.

Of course, the patriotic proposals and
policies of Sir Oswald to invest Britain’s
capital in rebuilding British industry ran
contrary to the investment schemes of

powerful financial and political forces based
in the City of London. The financiers of the
Big Banks of the City of London had made

fortunes investing (then as now) in the
sweat-shops of the countries of the Far

East, where the cheap-labour coolies would
work for pennies in the pound, and with no
Union rules and no government legislation

to limit the degree of exploitation: a
Capitalist Banksters‘ delight.

After that, every political initiative
undertaken by the British Union of Fascists

became a struggle between the forces of
Patriotism and the anti-British forces

marshalled by the City of London – whether
acknowledged openly as per the Tories, or

by the secret hand. Every march and parade
, every meeting that Mosley organised,
every time the British Union of Fascists

raised their standards and flew the Union
Jack flag, they were opposed on the streets
by the Communists and by the Left; whilst
simultaneously behind the scenes, secret

cabals at meetings with government
officials and political office-holders

schemed to put into place directives and
measures and laws, designed to thwart the

progress of the young Sir Oswald and his
movement. Mosley and his followers needed

every ounce of courage and fortitude to
force their way forward.

On the continent of Europe, the situation
was threatening. The mighty Russian Empire
had been overthrown at the end of the First
World War by Lenin and had fallen victim to

the bloody murderous Bolshevik-
Communists. In Spain a civil war was

rageing between the Fascist defenders of
traditional, Christian Spain under General

Franco and the Red-Communist
revolutionaries. The Spanish Civil War lasted

four years and would claim a million lives
before Franco and the Fascists were able to

defeat the Communist revolution. In
Germany, Adolf Hitler had saved his country

from a Red-Communist take-over. Benito
Mussolini had similarly saved Italy from

Communist revolutionaries. Both Hitler and
Mussolini like Mosley, had fought in the

trenches of the First World War. All three
men were determined to spare future

generations of European youth a repeat of
the mindless, purposeless mass-slaughter

that had been inflicted on their generation.

Mosley admired Mussolini and was guest in
the Duce’s Italy a number of times. When

Sir Oswald married Diana Mitford, the
service was held in Berlin in the presence of
the Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler as guest of
honour. These men, Fascists and Nationalists
were trying, in one form or another, to build

a Europe free from war, free from civil



strife and free from the secret and malign
foreign influences of the Internationalists
who even then were plotting a new war
(Churchill and his friends and backers.)

In the 1930s, what men wanted was peace
and prosperity: an end to the Depression, a
decent standard of living for working men
and their families; and they did not want a

repeat World War. It was not to be. We
know now that even as Mosley was

campaigning from one end of the country to
the other with his message of hope, sinister

forces were at work focussed around the
vainglorious, war-monger Winston Churchill
(always bankrupt and always needing a loan
from his Jewish friends; see David Irving’s

book, “Churchill’s War”, volume 1, for
details of Churchill’s sordid and shameless

sell-outs to foreign, Jewish interests).

Mosley gave his all to preserve the peace in
Europe. In the fateful Summer of 1939, the

last Summer before the tragedy and
catastrophe of the Second World War, Sir

Oswald Mosley organised at London’s
massive Earls Court Exhibition Hall, the

largest political indoor meeting ever held in
Britain: entitled, Minding Britain’s Business,
it was a call to maintain the Peace. It was

not to be. On September the 3rd. the British
government declared war on Germany. The

secret financial forces who had backed
Churchill and opposed Mosley had got their

war against Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich.
The Second World War destroyed Hitler’s

Germany and it ruined Britain as Mosley had
always warned. The British were led by

Churchill to their ruin. Sir Oswald Mosley,
his wife Diana and a thousand of his brave
followers, men and woman were jailed by

Churchill’s government.

Sir Oswald Mosley, a British hero. 

EXTRACTS FROM
MELANIE PHILIPS

INTERVIEW  

In an interview during March 2020, Melanie
Philips a regular columnist for the Guardian

newspaper admitted that the entire
Western establishment set out in 1945, to

destroy the European nations, their culture,
traditions, beliefs, Christian religion, and
white race. Mrs Philips also contributed to
this destruction programme through her

journalism. Frank Soskin an Eastern
European communist Jew introduced into
parliament the first “Race Relations Act.
This imposition was used to silence white
Europeans while their nations were being
destroyed. This was followed by the “anti-

Semitism laws which put Jews above
criticism now matter how evil their

activities. Only white Europeans have to
suffer these diabolical rules which

prevented the best of our people from
gaining influential jobs. In December 2019

Zionist MP’s began to brag how they
prevented the most honest, knowledgeable
and capable of our people from becoming

MP’s.
To lower Britain’s position in the world soon

after the end of Second-World-War
parliament moved the UK’s manufacturing
industry to the Far East. It put cancer and

mind damaging fluoride into the water
supply and sabotaged our farming industry

by forcing farmers to remove the
hedgerows. Without the insects that fed on

the pests that ate the crops, they were
immediately ravaged. From that time

farmers have relied on poisonous chemicals
to kill the pests that attack the crops. 

                                   

There has been a kind of cultural-revolution
since 1945, that I think it had its roots in

the war. It took place in the heart of Europe
where it delivered a seismic shock. This is
what reason did, this is what the West did
this is what being a nation did – all became

toxic and tainted – a cultural



demoralisation.  It became a method for
people who wanted to change society

completely. They undermined the
traditional family and led a Marxist attack
upon education and claimed our culture to
be intrinsically rotten. The public came to
accept lies as truth. Biblical morality went
out of the window as they claimed it was a
grotesque intrusion into personal freedom.

The people who wanted to make destructive
changes were linked to the holocaust

(Jews.) Many of them were revolutionary
Marxists who said the West did this,

capitalism and nationalism did that. The
West at the time was demoralised and was
receptive to overturning the basic tenants
of Western civilisation and the very idea of

the Western nation state.  
In came man made morality that could not
brook any opposition because they were all
designed to better humanity. My feelings

and emotions are more important than any
facts. They accepted lies as truth

consequently if someone says the West
didn’t invent slavery - everyone had slavery
at one time. Britain and America were the
pioneers in getting rid of it. Although this
was a historical fact it goes against the
ideology which says white people are

intrinsically bad. So those truths could not
be identified as facts and anyone who

claimed them would be identified as racists.
Anyone who opposed our new masters had
to be shot down as evil. They are no longer
burnt at the stake but they are prevented
from addressing the public, denied a place
in parliament and blocked from having a

good job.
They are maligned as heretics and never

allowed to publicly oppose the satanic new
world order that the Jewish Melanie Philips

enthusiastically worked for up until
recently. Of course the word racist was

introduced by Jews as a way of silencing
Europeans. For many decades it has been a
criminal offence to use it like telling the

truth about Jews. This Melanie Philips
interview releases us all from the diabolical

Jewish laws that they should never have
been allowed to introduce.

Parliament relied on African immigrants to
introduce a drug problem and has done its

utmost to ensure that it spread and has
made no attempt to overcome it. In fact

along with perversion it is widely engaged in
by many MP’s, some even saying whether
you use drugs or not it is just a lifestyle

choice.  Murder and rape by immigrants has
become a common problem that parliament

is pleased to see. Most of our senior MP’s
and every Prime Minister since Winston

Churchill in 1945 has been a Zionist doing
their utmost to destroy the British nation.
Going back to Melanie Philips interview,

most British servicemen who fought seldom
mentioned the war. They were mentally

numbed and didn’t want to think about it.
This is just what our common enemy wanted

so they could start their nation state
destruction. This ended with the mass non-
white alien invasion to get us outnumbered,
so we would not be able to get our country

back through the ballot box.

See the entire Melanie Philips interview
here

youtube.com/watch?v=asQ8KFrZY84

BERNARD FRANKLIN

WHY ROBERT EDWARDS
ATTACKS NBU

Roberts said; Mosley's ideas have been
superseded and there is little left of UM

policy that remains relevant. For example,
fighting international communism. Do you
mean towing the Washington line against
socialism around the world. Mike Pence
recently declared the choice is between

socialism and freedom. To me, socialism is
freedom.

Should we oppose China because it is led by
a communist party? I don't think so. I was a
member of Union Movement many years ago

when the world was a different place. To
quote Alex Salmond, when the world

changes, I change with it.



You are too steeped in nostalgia, I get the
feeling you are trapped in a past that holds

no hope nor meaning anymore.

2 April 2020 at 15:25

Seen online:

Robert Edwards is the son of a Communist
from Wales. His defunct 'Mosleyfacsimiles'
website sold Communist Party anti-Mosley
pamphlets such as 'Mosley Exposed: The
Blackshirt Racket' and 'Ten Points Against

Fascism'.

After leaving Mosley's Union Movement, the
National Front and the NF Constitutional
Movement, he joined the Tory Party and

became a friend of crook Conservative MP
Jonathan Aitken who was jailed for perjury.

"WHO IS BEHIND 'STORMER'? The Press is
screaming about a mindless obscenity of a

comic called 'The Stormer'. It has associated
it with British anti-Communist

organisations. The artwork was done by
Robert Edwards. He has close connections 

with people with known connections on the
Left. Edwards is also a regular contributor

to the newspapers on anti-Communist
affairs. He is detested by Britain's Anti-Red
organisations. It would seem that when the
news is not made for them, the Press isn't

above making some news itself. Rather like
lighting fires and then rushing to put them

out."

- 'British Dissident' No. 2, 1981

"News of the World reporters and the
lovable Robert Edwards claimed to have

infiltrated a "Nazi" meeting... Obviously Bob
Edwards, who for a few quid and a flash of
his mug on the telly would happily swear
blind that the League of St George was

plotting to import ray guns from the
Martians, could be wheeled on, and was...
Edwards as a mere former cartoonist for
League Review would hardly have been

privy to darkest plotters secrets...what does
the silly b****** go and do but get himself

into a stinking row for publishing a "comic"
(acting as an agent provocateur to give

nationalism a bad name), revelling in lurid
scenes of "Jewish ritual murder", Jews being
beaten, burned and shot to death, etc, etc,

of a degree of poor taste and rabid
extremism as to turn the stomach of all

decent people...Robert Hamilton Edwards
was of rather reduced value as an "exposer

of Nazi extremism" and "the spy in the
League".

- 'League Review' No. 34, 1981

After leaving prison for drawing the cartoon
strips for the illegal 'Stormer' comic, which
depicted such characters as 'Billy the Y*d',

'Ali the P*ki' and 'Sambo the Chocolate
Coloured C**n', Robert Edwards stated to

the papers that he had renounced his Nazi
and Fascist past and sought work with Left-

wing and gay groups, wanting (Zionist)
Searchlight to endorse him in return for

information on his former comrades.

In 'New Target' - News Letter of Searchlight
Victims Support Group (No. 41), it was

revealed that Edwards used a BNP



membership list that was leaked on the
internet, by circulating BNP activists with

unsolicited and unwanted copies of his
publication. 'New Target' published an

article on Tony Creese, a friend of Edwards,
who published his obituary in a European

Action supplement.

"ONE OF OUR AGENTS IS MISSING. New
Target has discovered that one of

Searchlight's earliest sources in the British
Right has met an untimely death. Tony
Creese, a former member of several

Nationalist groups, sustained a fatal head
injury when he fell during the recent icy

weather. In the 1970's, Creese often passed
his information to Searchlight through Mike

Williams, a journalist on a suburban
newspaper. His activities as a Searchlight

source ended abruptly when he was
attacked by a group of Belgian Fascists who
had been tipped off that he was visiting the
Diksmuide Nationalist Festival in Belgium to
gather information for Searchlight. Although
he claimed to be ideologically a Fascist, he
had very close ties with Communist Russia."

-'New Target' No. 48

B00K REVIEW

John Bean. New Millennium, London 1999.
ISBN 1 85845 256 2 £8.95

GREAT BRITAIN has undergone dramatic
changes since the end of the Second World
War. The country is virtually unrecognisable
half a century later. Much of this was due to
the loss of empire and the mass immigration

of former colonial subjects to the
‘motherland’. John Bean saw it all

happening as he rose to prominence in
Britain’s post-war nationalist movement. He
had an Ulster-born granny, Catherine Martin

from Derry. His childhood was happy,
although he was always a bit mischievous,
individualistic and anti-establishment. In a

school mock election in 1942, he spoke in
favour of the Communist Party candidate.
Today, he muses that, in denouncing the
sickness of modern capitalism, Marx’s
diagnosis many have been right but he

prescribed the wrong medicine.

He first became politically active on his
return home after service in the Royal Navy
and some time which he spent working in

post-independence India. In 1950, he joined
the Lewisham branch of Sir Oswald Mosley’s

post-war Union Movement. There he
became an effective orator and street

activist. At that time, Mosley impressed him
as a man who had gone to prison for his

political beliefs – quite a refreshing change
from the usual run-of-the-mill do-anything-

for-popularity politicians.

Bean gives a fascinating insight into the life
of Union Movement activists: the marches,
street meetings, and confrontations with

hecklers and fending off attacks from
communists and the Zionist ‘43Group’

members. Naturally, such attacks were not
all the one way and UM activists - usually
described as ‘indignant local patriots’ -

themselves disrupted red ‘peace’ meetings
and attacked communist parades.

The Movement fought very few elections,
preferring for the most part to disrupt

labour and communist election meetings.
The Union Movement’s hierarchy sought

publicity – any publicity – which it thought
would make their name as the only

organised political opposition to
communism. In fact, this just gave it a

reputation among the general public as a
bunch of trouble-makers. This same error

befell the National Front two decades later.

Bean, however, realised that by such
activities, the increase in apologia for Hitler

and nit-picking articles in Union over
casualties in World War II, that the Union
Movement was going nowhere. He left in

1953.

It was around this time that he first became
aware of Andrew Fountaine, a colourful
Norfolk landowner who had been sacked

from the Tory party for being too rightwing.
Thus began a friendship that lasted until



Fountaine’s death in 1997. Fountaine went
on to play a figurehead role with Bean in his
National Labour Party and the first British
National Party. He was later to become a

prominent personality in the National Front.

Bean published his own
journals, Outrider and National Unity, for
a time, but felt that he should work with
some established group. He joined the

League of Empire Loyalists, a respectable
non-fascist campaigning group and was
appointed the Northern organiser by its
leader, A K Chesterton. The League of

Empire Loyalists made its name in
imaginative headline-grabbing stunts

designed to highlight the Tory government’s
policy of ‘scuttling’ the British Empire. It

was in the League that Bean first met Colin
Jordan and a youngster called John Tyndall.

Jordan was the Midlands organiser of the
League, but he also secretly ran the violent
White Defence Force in Birmingham. Bean

was later to regret his association with
Jordan.

In 1958, Bean, Tyndall and a number of
other defected from the League to form the
National Labour Party. They believed that
the LEL largely ignored those who stood to
lose most - working-class Britons. The NLP

contested the 1959 local government
elections in east London and the St Pancras
constituency in the general election. He did

a month in Brixton prison for his role in a
fight with Labour Party members in St

Pancras town hall.

In 1960, the NLP and Jordan’s White
Defence league merged to form the first
British national Party. Bean was deputy

national Organiser and editor of Combat.
Jordan was the national organiser and
Fountaine was the President. This, he
admits now, was his biggest political

mistake. Jordan’s barely hidden nazism
became more open and damaging to he
BNP’s reputation. Jordan and Tyndall

formed Spearhead, ostensibly as a group of
stewards for the party’s public events. In

actuality it was an autonomous paramilitary
wing. A row over this brought about a split

in 1962. Bean and Fountaine expressed

concern at the pro-nazi drift of the BNP
under Jordan’s leadership. Jordan and the
Spearhead members were expelled and the

BNP began to democratise itself.

Bean discovered a number of things that
were later forgotten in the National Front

and the present BNP. Extremists are difficult
to rein in and it is virtually impossible to get
rid of any past association with such people.

Violence at public meetings was counter-
productive. It drove many good people away

from the party. When he realised this, he
‘opposed all coat-trailing meetings and

marches in areas offering little support. The
time and energy was better spent in
building up branches where we had

support.’ Any publicity gained gave the
impression that the BNP or the NF were
always the instigators of trouble. This
problem still affects the loyal orders in
Ulster today. Some fifteen years later,

Martin Webster, the NF’s national Activities
Organiser was to ignore Bean’s experienced
advice. The British nationalist movement is

still paying for this short-sightedness.

As the BNP’s hooligan element left the
party, it began to grow. Doorstep politics

and a number of events and peaceful
pickets in support of Ian Smith’s Rhodesia
brought in new members and increasing

support. The BNP, together with the league
of Empire Loyalists and the Racial

Preservation Society merged in 1967 to form
the National Front. The BNP brought the

greatest proportion of members to the new
movement.

Bean gives a marvelous inside view of the
negotiations and tensions which brought
about the merger. He also describes the

jockeying for position by various individuals
after the NF was founded. Those of us who
were members of the NF in the 1970s and

1980s know only too well how true this was.
I have lived through five splits in the

movement myself in 1975, 1979, 1983, 1986
and 1989 and it was definitely very

discouraging to ordinary members. No
wonder so many of them dropped out!

DAVID KERR



CORONA PANDEMIC -
Fake or fact

Without doubting that large numbers of
people have contracted the Corona Virus
and that thousands have died, why is it

causing a 'lock-down' reaction, such as the
World has never seen before?

Below I'm reprinting previous epidemics of
influenza that struck the UK as well as many
parts of the World, yet - previously no panic

measures?
Is there something different about this

strain or is the GLOBAL CLAMPDOWN a dry-
run on the scale of George Orwell' s "1984"?

Flu pandemics: facts and figures

Influenza pandemics are rare but
recurrent events. In the last century there

were three such pandemics in which
millions of people died.

The 1918 Spanish flu is considered one of
the deadliest disease events in human
history, in which as many as 50 million

people died.
The "Black Death " of the 14th Century

wiped out a third of the World's population!

These numbers dwarf fatalities from swine
flu, but scientists caution that it is too early

to predict how the virus may continue to

evolve.
Each of the 20th Century pandemics lasted

around a year, though the Spanish flu of
1918 saw second and third waves that

stretched into 1920 causing further
fatalities.

1918 SPANISH FLU

First reported in America in March 1918
Spread through rest of world by June 1918

Infected 50% of the world's population Killed
40-50m people

  1957 ASIAN FLU

First reported in China in February 1957
Spread throughout the globe within six
months Infected 40-50% of the world's
population Killed more than 1m people

1968 HONG KONG FLU

Broke out in China in July 1968 Spread
throughout rest of world by mid-1969
Fatalities ranged from 1-3m More than

30,000 deaths in the UK

Seasonal influenza occurs on a regular basis
and by itself is estimated by the World
Health Organisation to kill anywhere

between 250,000 and 500,000 people each
year.

In this list of the world's top ten causes of
death, fatalities from lower respiratory

infections which includes deaths attributed
to influenza, ranks third highest.

So why is this so different to all those which
have gone before?

It's certainly an exercise in how to isolate a
population through FEAR!

What are we not being told?

White Nationalist Letters is published every
week & sent out to an ever increasing

circulation.
It is also published on the WHITE VOICE SITE

http//:  whitevoice14.blogspot.com
Why not visit the site and register for email

updates?

Editor: Edmond Morrison

http://whitevoice14.blogspot.com/


CHAPTER 3 PART 5
WOMEN'S UNIFORMS AND RANK BADGES

Women's uniforms went through a number
of changes and these fall into several time
lines. The Women's Section was formed in
1933, the Women's Propaganda Patrol was
created in 1934, along with the Women's
Defence Force. It is incorrectly reported

that the Women's Drum Corps was created
in 1937, however, the following pictures

show the women wearing uniforms so they
would be prior to the Public Order Act of

1936 (coming into force Jan. 1,1937) which
banned political uniforms.

This photograph is of the B.U.F. Women's
Drum Corps. The woman holding the band
mace, in the left foreground, is Heather
Bond, the leader of the Womens' Drum

Corps. Both the British flag and the Flash
and Circle Party Flag are present.

The party flag consists of a white flash and
circle with a black (eventually blue) interior

on a red field.

It is estimated that one in four B.U.F.
members were women as the Party did not
discriminate against women, unlike society

in general. Mosley said that "without
women I could not have got a quarter of the

way”.

B.U.F. WOMEN'S PARADE

In both of the preceding pictures, Heather
Bond is seen wearing the women's uniform
as it was prior to early 1935. It consisted of

the black fencing tunic, grey skirt, small
black belt with fasces buckle and black low

healed shoes.

From 1933 to early 1935, the headquarters
uniform consisted of a black patch pocket

shirt, plain black tie with Type 1 party
badge, a smaller fasces buckle and belt, a
long grey skirt and black low healed shoes.

There were at least four basic womens'
uniforms. Mrs. C.I.R. Swire (Womens'

Executive Officer at Headquarters) shown
on the right in the following picture, is

wearing the early type and the woman on
the left is wearing the later version. The
later uniform consisted on a two pocket

blouse pattern black shirt with a black tie
onto which was pinned the party

membership pin. Rank badges were worn
above the left pocket. The black, slightly

flared skirt completed the clothing and the
shoes were black and low healed. A black

beret completed the outfit. No makeup was
permitted and hair was generally kept

above the shoulders.



Mrs. Swire's rank badge consists of two solid
lemon yellow bars over which are two

lemon yellow stars with a large capital 'H'
and 'Q'  outside and on opposite sides of the

two stars.

In the photograph on the following page,
standing beside Mosley is Mary Raleigh
Richardson, the head of the Women's

Section in October 1934. She is wearing the
Women's Defence Corps uniform also called

the Women's Defence Force Action Press
uniform consisting of the black fencing

tunic, dark grey skirt, large fascist belt and
buckle, pill box style beret with the

triangular Women's Defence Force badge
and her white on black rank badge of

stylized "W's".

WOMEN'S SECTION LEADER RANK BADGE

The WDF hat badge is shown below. The
beret badge is white on black. It is a

rounded, triangular shape badge with a
black flash and circle at the top and a

Roman "1" beneath that.
 

On the following page is a photograph of the
second Women's Section leader in her
Headquarters uniform. The rank was

entitled Director of Organization of the
Women's Sectio



 

SPECIAL PROPAGANDA SECTION WOMEN'S
DEFENCE FORCE

The
Special Propaganda Section morphed into

the Women's Defence Force. They wore the
women's Action Press uniform. Above is Ann

Brock-Griggs.

The Italian fascist shown on page 22 has
similar rank bars on his uniform.



EARLY WOMEN'S PARTY UNIFORM

WOMEN'S SECTION B.U.F. (post-1936)

This picture is prior to the 1939 May Day
parade from Victoria Embankment to

Dalston in East London. Supporters could
buy a small paper flag attached to a pin
with MAY DAY (and the year) and a white

flash and circle on a red field.

SEPTEMBER 1934, WOMEN'S SECTION SALUTE
MOSLEY

This meeting was held in Hyde Park with
thousands in attendance. Note the police on

horses in the crowd and the line of
Blackshirt Stewards fronting the crowd in

the background.

Note the two women in the lower left of the
above picture. The left-most woman is

wearing the later Blackshirt uniform while
the one standing to her right is wearing the
old uniform. It was quite common to see a
mixture of various uniforms as people who
did not have a lot of money would have to

wear whatever uniform they had been
issued until they could afford to update it. 

Besides the preceding uniforms, there was
also a uniform consisting of a military style
black battledress with a peaked cap, not

unlike a woman's army hat. In the following
picture this uniform is shown. It should be

noted that both women have medical
section badges similar to a Red Cross pin.

The woman on the left is wearing the badge
on her hat while the woman on the right is
wearing two of the badges as collar dogs.



BATTLEDRESS UNIFORM IN 1936

Both of these
women are wearing some kind of badge over
their left pocket but whatever badge it is, it
is not recorded anywhere, including in the
book, Mosley's Men in Black. When enlarged
it appears to be "1 or I, a flash and A". The
dress or pants colour is unknown but likely

black. Whether this photograph is an
original

Is unknown. 

RANK BADGES 1933 - 1935

Commandant of the Women's Defence Force
badge consisted of the large black letters

"WDC" embroidered over two thick and long
lemon yellow bars. There was only one

which was given to the first Commandant,
Marjorie Aitken, on the 19th. of April, 1934.

There were two types of Women's Executive
Officer badges. The early one was two solid

lemon yellow bars over which were two
lemon yellow stars with a large capital 'H'

and 'Q'  outside and on opposite sides of the
stars. Later, this was altered to have the 'H'
and 'Q' between the two lemon yellow stars.

Women's Area Organizer and Women's Area
Inspector consisted of one lemon yellow star
atop two lemon yellow bars as shown on the

next page.

A Women's Organizer was two lemon yellow
bars on a black background without a star.

Assistant Women's Organizer was a single
lemon yellow bar on a black background.

These latter two badges were the

equivalent respectively of a Men's Blackshirt
Section Leader and a Men's Blackshirt Unit

Leader.

In the photograph below, the woman on the
left has one single bar above her left patch

pocket. This photograph was taken at one of
the summer camp gatherings for women

Blackshirts. 





BADVERTISING

A few years ago I would have been attacking
such outrageous companies as United

Colours of Benniton and a few other culprits
for pushing multi-racial advertising. Now it's

not just the norm, a small cheer goes up
when an aĺl-white advertisement is aired.

I watched a popular quiz show the other day
and made a list of the ads which ran during
commercial breaks within three sessions of

each other:

Amongst them:
Now TV - a large unshaven Black face

appears for no particular reason
NHS - one WHITE among a caste of around

twelve.
Aviva Car Insurance- features an

"aggressive " Black woman forcing a dumb,
unshaven White man to take out insurance.

Asda - promoting Easter eggs and a happy
family with Chocolate eggs being tossed

about by Chocolate lovers and their
Chocolate kids.

Vodafone 5G - mixed raced couple sharing
their new Vodafone.

Ikea - mixed race family with White dad.

Deliveroo - Pizza delivery. 100% Asian
and so it goes on, this subliminal

undermining of our natural racial presence.
And on and on and on advertising ad

nauseam.
Unsurprisingly, the Jew firm, Saatchi and

Saatchi are one of the leading trouble
makers in force feeding this  multi-racial

imaginary rubbish, yet as sometimes
happens, even the Libertards get bored with

their own propaganda.
Witness this report when one of Saatchi's

drones broke cover for a moment....
"In a Private View column in the November
issue of 'Campaign', Tindall put forward a
laundry list of things in the industry with

which he is "bored", including being "bored
of prioritising diversity over talent". 

The comment sparked condemnation from
industry figures, including senior people

from ad agencies, media owners, and brand
marketers.

In response to a particularly criticial
letter from Cheil executive creative

director Caitlin Ryan, Tindall apologised for
his commentsand lamented his failure to
communicate his actual point of view on

diversity."

No doubt Mr.Tindall will either have to
apologise for his 'racist ' comments for the

rest of his life....or loose his job!
How about introducing a new section to the
Cannes Film Festival? The best multi-racial

ads of the year.
Anyone not rushing to see and praise

'diversity ' would be ostracized from every
yacht party in Cannes.
Qu'elle catastrophe!

JEFFREY HAMM
ADDRESSES BIRMINGHAM

NATIONALIST CLUB
"UNION" No. 152, Saturday, January 27th,

1951

On the evening of Wednesday, 17th January,
members of the Birmingham Nationalist

Club were addressed by Jeffrey Hamm of
Union Movement (with the Club's organiser

Mr J.C.C. Jordan in the chair).

Hamm opened his address by suggesting
that although members of the Club, as
nationalists, might not be prepared to

accept European Union as the alternative to
Internationalism, they would at least agree

with him in his condemnation of the
international system. He proceeded to

recall the widespread unemployment which
had been caused in pre-war Britain by the
activities of International Finance, which
had been free to exploit the East and to
flood Britain with produce of Oriental

sweated labour. The natural reaction to this
had been the emergence of the nationalist



Movement of British Union, which under the
leadership of Oswald Mosley had advocated

the development of Britain and of the
British Empire as a self-contained unit.

ANTI-EUROPEAN NATIONALISM OBSOLETE

In foreign policy, the speaker continued, the
Internationalists had disarmed Britain

dangerously and then dragged our country
and our people into a war which was not in
our interests. British Union had advanced
the nationalist policy of making Britain

strong enough to defend herself against any
country in the world and had advocated

withdrawal from European entanglements in
order to concentrate on the development of

Britain and of British Empire.

To-day, the speaker suggested, anti-
European nationalism was obsolete. No

longer could "the former British Empire" be
economically independent while, in the age
of the rocket and the atom bomb, we could
not shut our eyes to the danger of Europe

being overrun by Communism from the East.
We should, therefore advance beyond our
pre-war nationalism to the new Idea of

"Europe a Nation".

Hamm said he sympathised with the
nationalists in the desire to see an

independent Britain arise again, but if they
were realists they would agree that she
could not do so as an isolated unit. The
world to-day was dominated by the two
forces of American Capitalism and Soviet

Communism. It was, therefore, necessary, if
we were to regain our independence, for us

to create a "Third Force". That force was
Europe, united as one nation in a common

faith and idea.

Europe united could save the peace and win
back the lands seized by the Soviet Union.

Then, by turning to Africa, we could win our
own foodstuffs and raw materials and thus

regain our economic independence.

The speaker dealt with a number of
questions covering many aspects of Union
Movement policy, and it is hoped that as a

result of this meeting several of the
Birmingham Nationalist Club will have

advanced beyond their nationalism to the
new conception of "European a Nation".



HAVE YOUR SAY

As a member of N.B.U I receive the usual
updates via email regarding the progress of
N.B.U & I can say that i am delighted with

the most recent developments with regards
to collaboration & support for other like

minded groups.

As I live in Australia it is difficult for me to
have any meaningful interactions with the

Nationalist groups in the U.K & Europe,
having said that I am very active within my

own country & I continue to spread the
message to those who have an interest.

It has come to my attention that our
movement has made the faceless men in
Australia just a little nervous, I am aware

that National Security agencies in Australia
are currently looking at the interactions of
the different Nationalist groups globaly &

the "threat" that this posses for the
authorities here in Australia. I thank my

lawyer for the excellent work that he does
on my behalf & keeping me informed as

best he can with relation to the
investigation. 

I can say that I am not surprised by the knee
jerk reaction from the authorities here in

Australia, I actually welcome the spot light
& the attention from the authorities as it
will finally put to bed the misconception

that Nationalists are neo nazi, goose
stepping skin heads who commit acts of

violence against those classed as minorities
in Australia.

  The authorities will become aware that we
are educated, free thinkers, employed, well

informed & above all part of a global
community that will no longer sit in silence
& accept the doctrine of mass forced multi

culturalism & the attempt to make us a
people with no identity.

Thank you & those involved in the
movement for the excellent work that has
been done over the past few years & I look
forward to watching & being involved in the
growth of the global movement for a better

future for us all.

Michael Cole 

Message from leader of Patriot Front
"Thank you for reaching out, I greatly

appreciate your support, and we admire
your conviction to a greater ideal for your
nation. Keep us updated with any activism
you do, many in Patriot Front would love to
see work from across the pond." -Thomas

Rousseau 

Happy to announce the appointment of Dan
J Briand as NBU liasion officer for Ontario

and Quebec.Dan will be supporting our
Canadian Officer David Clark in spreading

the Fascist message. Dan told Blackshirt; “I
was born and raised in Kitchener Ontario

became a follower of fascism from 2015 to
present I'm an avid reader of fascism/fascist

philosophy and history. I look forward
spreading the faith of fascism with the NBU

in Canada. Hail the leader”. 

Dan j Briand 



CORRECTION

Re the NBU and their on-line paper
‘Blackshirt’. Someone has sent me their No.
45 edition which contains some erroneous
information. A photo is shown which has

been sent to them by the BM, this purports
to show a member of Mosley’s bodyguard

talking to SA men in Germany. The point of
showing this is that Mosley’s bodyguards
supposedly wore a skull and cross bones

badge on their arm. Perhaps you would like
to point out to them, that the person shown
in the photo is George Eric Thomas, who at

the time the photo was taken was the
British Fascists 'Director of Propaganda', he
held this position from around March 1934

to Nov 1934 –when he was expelled
following a Board of Inquiry. He had been

and member of the BUF joining in December
1932, and later rejoined the BUF in 1935.

The skull/cross bones nonsense comes from
documents supplied by a communist spy at

the Blackhouse, this shows BUF
ranks etc hand drawn by him, some of the

stuff is correct but much is fantasy, the NBU
people seem to have taken this as an

official document. 

F.O.M

SHRIEK OUT YE DEAD
Shriek out ye dead!

Scream out the raw injustice 
To your souls

Let fallen silent voices 
Speak again 

And in their message let
Their words unfold 

"We did not slave and strive
To see our mills and farms

In no man's hands
We did not staunch the foe

That our beloved soil's 
Now No Mans Land

And let us scream in rage
To see our flags of glory

Split and torn
Our Race, our People driven down 

And  ugly alien thinking 
Stain the morn

Our children drink dark water
Foul their minds 

With twisted love that 
Forms a noxious brew
And mix it into books
So that their children 

Hate Their land
And hate our memories too

Shriek out ye dead
For you man the last
Battle lines of Truth

And lift again those spears
Of glory old

That sun-blazed in the skies
Proclaimed your Youth

Speak out ye Dead
For you are all that's left
To fight their fearful lies

Let your shrieking whispers
Say "Not Right!"

Then touch a sleeping people's
Opened Eyes 

E.M (2020)


